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'' Such Stuff as Dreams are Made On''

There is indeed something magical in the clarity of Nature. 

Something mysterious and hidden in its openness and clearness; 

something multifarious and diverse.

It is a blinding spell that which Nature casts upon our Senses. 

Light always hit the leaves at a perfect angle, aural reverberations 

of lights and sounds entangle our perception and inspire our 

feelings with something great and hermetic.

For more than 30 years ila has studied the multi-faceted variety 

of Nature joining the deepest knowledge and insight of our 

Natural world with the Art of Design, conjugating Noumenon and 

Phenomenon. 

The Aesthetical Philosophy of Nature has come full circle with 

ila’s composition.

In modern times, when we feel such a severe abstraction and 

separation from Nature, ila’s Art of Natural Design serve to 

remind us that we are all unite and universal. Our Research 

and Design Team constantly renovate our solutions in Indoor 

Landscaping trying more and more to reconcile ourselves with 

Nature. 

It is our proud task to help you carry out your creations and fulfill 

your dreams and design projects.

We hope that in these pages and you will be able to see the care 

and passion we put in all our hand-crafted green objects of 

décor.



Vertical Gardens
ila's portraits of Nature



 Vertical Gardens “Stylish” 



Vertical Garden “Evolution”, 
details.

 Vertical Garden “Evolution” 
(before and after) 



Vertical Garden “Green 
Stream” (before and after)

 Vertical Garden “Dancing 
Forest”, with 100% natural 

trunks



Before

Visualization

Vertical Garden “Moss Mix Echeveria”

After



Vertical Garden “Green 
Stream”

Artificial Lichen, close up



SemiNatural 
Trees and Plants

the marriage of Beauty and Comfort



Maples shades



Bamboos



Olive Trees



Food court decoration



Gym decoration

Restaurat decoration 



Food court decoration



Special Creations
the Formula of Elegance and Style



Special Ficus “Timeless” 
Tree, overview and detail 
of the gnarly trunk



Special white Cherry Blossom 
“Parasol” Tree





Pothos Tropical Tree.
Overview. and details



A unique 12 meters long 
Sakura Cherry Tree



Special Golden Zen 
Ginkgo, overview and 
close up of the leaves



Genuine
Italian 
Design



Indoor decoration

“En plein air” design



ila's Concept
Since the beginning of its history, ila has adopted the Seminatural 

philosophy in the production of trees and plants. The combination 

of 100% natural trunks, the finest man-made leaves and the 

authentic Italian craftsmanship is what makes our timeless 

creations so special. 

Each ila tree is a unique piece, designed to enhance the beauty 

of Nature and of the surrounding environment.

ila's Green Essence
Colours, shades, silhouettes, textures...the constant research 

leads us always to use the most innovative materials that prevent 

dust from settling on the surface, giving a natural shine that 

remains unaltered over time. 

ila's Natural Element
Our exclusive natural elements are sourced only from 

environmentally-friendly areas (epecially from the clearing zones 

about to be reforested) and are subject to anti-age and anti-

parasitic treatments which allow our trees to maintain their 

natural, astonishing look for years.
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